Neutrophil immunity of the elderly.
Due to age-related changes of the immune system, elderly people are more susceptible to microbial infections than the young. Most research concerning immune senescence has been done on T and B cells, yet the first cells to migrate into microbe-infected tissue are neutrophils, which phagocytose and kill the pathogens. Long regarded as mere phagocytes, the neutrophils' importance for the immune response has been recognized in current publications, which acknowledge them an active participation in the cytokine network. Similarities in the symptoms of patients with genetical neutrophil deficiencies and those of the elderly indicate a leading role of neutrophils in the effects of immune senescence. While the number of circulating neutrophils remains unaltered in the elderly compared with young controls, phagocytosis and intracellular killing have been reported impaired. Oddly enough, the results for various stimuli differed: while some showed a decrease in neutrophil activation, the response to others remained unaltered. More research needs to be done on this, preferably using preparations of high purity to exclude monocytic interventions. Elucidation of immune deficiencies caused by neutrophil senescence can be an important contribution to a healthier elderly population.